Harley flx

All Harley-Davidson touring motorcycles, equipped with the large Big-Twin engines and large
telescopic forks, are FL models, with the letters "FL" a simple series designation introduced in
These big bikes were powered by the motorcycle maker's famed "Knucklehead" engine, which
got its name for the odd shape of its rocker covers. The "Panhead" engine was introduced in ,
so named for the new shape of the rocker covers. The following year, the FLH model was
produced. Identified as the Hydra-Glide for its new front suspension system, it sat on a The
hydraulic technology gives the FL series its "H" designation. Through , the Hydra-Glide was
operated with a hand-shift and foot-clutch. The configuration was reversed for with a foot-shift
and hand-clutch. The foot-shift versions are identified as FLHF. The Harley FLH still sported a
cubic-inch engine and teamed with high-compression heads and polished ports to generate 55
horsepower. Its wheelbase was stretched slightly by a half inch. Buyers could still find the
old-style hand-shift, foot-clutch models as an option through The model year brought a new
frame that featured a rear swing-arm that was suspended by two coil-over-shock suspension
components. The Duo-Glide remains one of Harley-Davidson's most beautiful bikes with a near
perfect combination of the Panhead engine and frame flourishes. It featured an unusual
speedometer that dropped the zeros to read 1 to 12 to eliminate clutter. It was equipped with a
dual fishtail exhaust, chromed oil tank, kick-start pedal and handle grips. Although the bike now
featured new rear suspension, it still came equipped with the superfluous sprung seat. The
"Shovelhead," again named for the shape of its rocker covers, replaced the Panhead in as a cc
engine that was upgraded in to cc. The year before the Shovelhead's debut, the Electra-Glide
was introduced with an electric starter, eliminating the need for the kick-start. Using the same
cubic-inch engine as previous models, the Shovelhead's output was boosted to 60 horsepower.
An unfaired version, which is a partially covered front of the bike to reduce air drag , was
produced from to as the FLHS Electra-Glide. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years
experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from
legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Updates The Harley FLH still sported a
cubic-inch engine and teamed with high-compression heads and polished ports to generate 55
horsepower. Duo-Glide The model year brought a new frame that featured a rear swing-arm that
was suspended by two coil-over-shock suspension components. The Look The Duo-Glide
remains one of Harley-Davidson's most beautiful bikes with a near perfect combination of the
Panhead engine and frame flourishes. The Shovelhead The "Shovelhead," again named for the
shape of its rocker covers, replaced the Panhead in as a cc engine that was upgraded in to cc.
References FLH information. That allowed the engine to vibrate at idle but smooth out while
cruising. There were many variants of the FXD models. The frame differed from other Harleys
because it did not have a center tube bracing placed between the engine and transmission, but
instead had a wreath of steel that encircled the engine and transmission for greater rigidity and
to reduce road vibration. It had a 3. The Dyna sat on a The fuel tank held 4. The engine earned
about 42 mpg. It was far heavier than the Dyna Low Rider, tipping the scales at pounds. Both
bikes featured the same wheelbase and measured 91 inches long. Ground clearance was a
scant 5. The Dyna Super Glide models featured forward foot controls, a two-up seat and custom
handlebar rider construction. By the end of the s, virtually all traces of the FXS was gone.
Drag-styled handlebars also fell by the wayside for buckhorn-style handlebars. Super Glides in
have a dual spark plug head, a higher compression ratio to boost torque, dual front disc brakes
and adjustable suspension. They also feature a top-mounted speedometer and degree steering
head for more nimble handling on highway curves. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35
years experience reporting and editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges
from legal affairs reporting to covering the Middle East. Features The Dyna Super Glide models
featured forward foot controls, a two-up seat and custom handlebar rider construction. The FL
suffix is mostly applied to Harley-Davidson's large-framed bikes, including the current Touring
series, and also the Softail series, especially those with traditional styling, inch front wheels,
and either Springer forks or large-diameter telescopic front forks. The FL was introduced to the
Harley-Davidson model line in The FL continued relatively unchanged until , when it and the EL
were given redesigned " Panhead " engines of the same capacities as before. These engines
had several improvements over the earlier "Knuckleheads", including self-adjusting hydraulic
lifters and aluminum cylinder heads to reduce weight and improve cooling. In , a year after
receiving the "Panhead" engine, the FL was given a new front suspension featuring
hydraulically damped telescopic forks, replacing the leading link spring suspension of the time.
During their debut model year of , Harley-Davidson referred to their new suspension systems as
the "hydraulic front ends". Harley-Davidson's marketing department promoted the new
suspension systems by renaming the big twin models "Hydra Glide" for the model year. This
was Harley-Davidson's first departure from its policy of using alphabetic lettering to identify its
models. The original format continued to be offered as an option until Although the founding is

now the basis for "Anniversary Models", Harley-Davidson's 50th Golden Anniversary was
celebrated in with special paints and badges on the front fender. The first year of production
was A more highly tuned engine with high-compression heads, higher-lift cams, and polished
ports, was offered with the FLH version of The FL model was given a new frame in This frame
included a rear swingarm suspended by a pair of coil-over-shock suspension units. Unlike OHV
configuration, aluminum heads, and telescopic-fork front suspension, however, this
improvement in technology was applied to the small-frame bikes first, the K-series having
received rear suspension in The third and final change given to the name of the basic FL model
would occur in , the final year of the "Panhead" engines. These last "Panheads" were the first
"big-twin" Harley-Davidson engines to be equipped with electric starters, the Servi-Car having
received electric start the year before. This innovation for Harley-Davidson was greeted with the
new model name of Electra Glide. In , the "Panhead" gave way to the " Shovelhead ", gaining a
ten percent increase in power in the process. A fork-mounted fairing became available on
Electra Glides in This became unofficially known as the "batwing" fairing. The FL was given a
front disc brake in The three-speed plus reverse option was discontinued in The unit production
was in such low volume numbers - only 44 - as to make it one of the rarest of the company's
motorcycles. However, the FL designation was not changed as a result. In order that the FLT
frame, which was larger and heavier than the large and heavy FLH frame, would handle
acceptably, the front forks were given radical steering geometry which had them mounted
behind the steering head, with the frame behind the steering head being recessed to allow
adequate steering lock. The FLHT was introduced in Except for the base FLH, all FLs were
equipped with the new rubber-mounted Evolution engine and a five-speed transmission. All
"Shovelhead" engines were discontinued by the model year. The Evolution engine was replaced
by the Twin Cam 88 engine on all large-framed Harley-Davidson motorcycles in For the model
year, Harley-Davidson redesigned the entire touring range. The changes result in greater load
carrying capacity, better handling, a smoother engine, longer range and less exhaust heat
transmitted to the rider and passenger. This model features a unique frame and a cid engine
exclusive to the trike. Harley-Davidson introduced the Softail chassis in In , all Softails,
including the FL models, were switched from the Evolution engine to the counterbalanced Twin
Cam 88B engine specially developed for the rigid engine mounting in this frame. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See also: Softail. How To Restore your Harley-Davidson.
Palmer Publications. Original Harley-Davidson Panhead. Archived from the original PDF on
Retrieved Edge, Dirck ed. Motorcycle Daily. Archived from the original on Total Motorcycle.
Retrieved 18 October Cycle World. Harley-Davidson model families. Super Glide FX. Categories
: Harley-Davidson motorcycles Cruiser motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in the s. Hidden
categories: Webarchive template wayback links. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Sign In. Color Options. Starts at. A powerful, smooth-running engine with
crisp throttle response and a pure, soul-satisfying rumble. Designed to help prevent the wheels
from locking under braking to assist the rider in maintaining control when braking in a
straight-line. ABS operates independently on front and rear brakes to keep the wheels rolling
and help prevent uncontrolled wheel lock in urgent situations. An evolved interface experience
that offers a contemporary look, feel and function, with exceptional durability and features
designed specifically for motorcycling. Batwing Fairing. The Batwing fairing has an iconic
shape with a sleek, progressive style that delivers smooth air flow and reduced head buffeting.
Responsive Suspension. High-performing front and rear suspension with easily
hand-adjustable rear shocks put you in control of a plush ride. An optional collection of
technologies that help give you confidence and control in less-than-ideal situations. The
systems utilize advanced chassis control, electronic brake control and powertrain technology to
assist you with accelerating and braking in a straight line or while in a turn. Learn more. Take it
for a spin. Schedule a Test Ride. Recently viewed bikes. Not all applicants will qualify. This 7. In
this example, customer is responsible for applicable taxes, title, licensing fees and any other
fees or charges at the time of sale. APR is calculated according to the simple interest method.
Not valid in conjunction with other offers. Other terms, conditions, and limitations may apply.
Dealer participation may vary. Financing offer is subject to change or cancellation at any time.
Newsletter Sign-Up. Stay in the know. Sign Up for Email. Customer Support. Motorcycle
Services. About Us. Other Products. Sitemap Disclaimers. Third-party trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. Estimated from fuel economy tests on a sample motorcycle
from the corresponding family conducted by Harley-Davidson under ideal laboratory conditions.
Not all motorcycle models undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy and mileage may vary
among motorcycle models within a family. Your mileage may vary depending on your personal
riding habits, weather conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle configuration and

other conditions. Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color are available at additional
cost. Prices exclude tax, title, licensing, registration fees, destination charges, added
accessories, and additional dealer charges, if any, and are subject to change. Harley-Davidson
reimburses dealers for performing manufacturer-specified pre-delivery inspection and setup
tasks. Dealer prices may vary. North America security system includes immobilizer; outside
North America the security system includes immobilizer and siren. Purchaser who purchases
an Eligible Motorcycle during the Sales Period has the option to trade-in the Eligible Motorcycle
at its original purchase price towards the purchase of a new, unregistered, model year , , or
Harley-Davidson Touring, Trike, Softail, Dyna, Sportster, Street or Special 3. Offer is limited to
one claim per eligible VIN. Excludes Police Models. Customers must redeem the offer at the
same H-D dealership where the Eligible Motorcycle purchase originated. Certain exceptions
apply for customers who move during the Trade-Up period. See participating H-D dealer for
details. The offer only applies to Eligible Motorcycles submitted for trade-in on a new,
unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of greater value and not the same model. Offer is
limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser is responsible for the difference between the
trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the purchase price of the Eligible Trade-Up
Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good condition and good working order. Tires,
suspension, engine, and transmission must all be within factory specifications and are subject
to inspection by the participating H-D dealer. Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect or abuse.
The participating H-D dealer will make the sole determination regarding whether the trade-in is
in good working condition and good working order. The purchaser is responsible for all costs of
operating and maintaining the Eligible Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may not be
combined with any other promotions, offers or discounts without the express permission of
Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services
special financing promotions in conjunction with the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may
require documentation to substantiate this relationship before extending the offer to the spouse
or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not
available on future motorcycle orders, deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period.
Certain models of motorcycles may not be available at some participating dealers. Valid only at
participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash
equivalent. Offer is subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is
subject to change or cancellation at anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license
from Visa U. No Money Down offer is available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other
terms, conditions and limitations may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. Prices
and selection at local dealerships may vary. All taxes are extra. STACYC reserves the right
without prior notice to discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change specifications
or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are subject to availability
and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided following the SAE J and are
based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when operated under specified
conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient weather and equipment
conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term. Customer must take
delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified for informational
purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and are beyond the
control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend on your
personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal agency for
details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible experience on
the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By sticking
around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree. New listings are added daily. Now showing page
1 of Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? The V Dealership Showcased. This is a very
clean and excellent running example. Harley bo Styled to recall the past the Heritage Softail
Classic is a bike for riders who want the comfort Completely original condition. All original paint
and chrome. Will start on one Contact Seller. This year Anniversary Edition Harley-Davidson is
the product of a no-expense-spared restoration. Auction Vehicle. The world's most legendary
and well-known Harley-Davidson. This bike is a re-creation of the "Capta Refine Search? Also
be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior
and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition
has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed
with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey
and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida
beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and

independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced
in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is
finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac
Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from
new, retaining its original blue leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system.
The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally
sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. The Harley Davidson Universe is large which can lead to plenty of
confusion. Our goal is to help clarify some of the perplexity surrounding Harley's Model
abbreviations and aid you in better understanding some of HD's frequently used names,
acronyms and styles. In the world of two-wheels, a Harley is not simply a 'Harley. Each family
has a set of features that makes them unique. Once inside the family, however, there's plenty of
variety Before we get to the abbreviations and their meaning, it is worth noting where you might
find them on your specific bike. As a general rule when it comes to Harley abbreviations the
following three standards apply: 1st Letter: This signifies the engine series. This is usually
where the confusion occurs since Harley tends to use the same letter to designate different
features of a bike. Starting at the top, the Touring models are the largest model bike Harley
offers. Considered the modern day Granddaddy of the Harley Family, Touring Models generally
feature saddlebags, larger storing capacity, as well as extra room to accommodate those long
road trips. They are also great for riders who plan to travel two-up with a passenger with
regularity and need a bit of extra room for their passenger. Next in line, the Softail Models.
Harley's Softail lineup offers the traditional hard-tail look with the benefits of a more forgiving,
yet hidden suspension system. For riders who prioritize comfort or who simply need a bike that
will have more 'give' over bumps in the road, the Softail is an excellent choice. This is also a
great choice for riders who like to ride solo or two-up. For Harley-Davidson introduced the
brand-new Softail platform. Based on a Mono-shock design, the new Softail is Harley's new
platform. The Dyna Model was first introduced in the early 's and offers a big-twin engine with
trademark Harley style. While the suspension is hidden on the Softail models, the Dyna is easily
distinguished by its traditional exposed coil suspension. Compared to the Sportster Models, the
Dyna is distinguishable by virtue of its larger engine and in some cases slightly larger gas
tanks. The Harley Sportster Models are a smaller size bike in the Harley family and offer great
versatility for either solo or two-up riding. Sportsters are offered with two motor size options either cc or cc. Perhaps the most unique model in Harley's lineup, the V-Rod's feature a distinct
engine that was developed jointly with Porsche. The V-Rod Models are power packed with a
Revolution Engine that utilizes overhead cams and liquid cooling. Harley rounds out their lineup
with trikes and their new Street Bike series as they continue to expand into new markets offering a bike or trike for just about anyone on the road. Touring Models Starting at the top, the
Touring models are the largest model bike Harley offers. V-Rod Models Perhaps the most
unique model in Harley's lineup, the V-Rod's feature a distinct engine that was developed jointly
with Porsche. Recent Posts. Arlen Ness now has more options to give your bike a customized
look and feel. Don't settle for stock â€¦. Get your hand and foot controls dialed in with new
styles and colors from Arlen Ness. They are on th â€¦. Arlen Ness has been helping riders
customize their bikes for decades. They have managed to stand â€¦. Even if you only install a
passenger backrest today, this kit allows you to add additional accessories as your touring
demands change. Sign In. Make sure this part fits. Check fitment. This part fits your. Change or
remove bike. This part does not fit your. Shop that fit my bike. Color: Chrome. Add to Cart. Add
to wish list Find in store. Add to cart. Select options. Installation Instructions. Mounting Style:
Detachable. Sold In Units: Each. Material Content: Steel. In the Box: Docking brackets, docking
points and all required mounting hardware. Volume: :. Weight Capacity: :. Average Rating. Write
a review. Rating Snapshot. Showing - of. Sort by: Most Recent Most Helpful. Let us know what
you think. Add a comment. Report Reported. User review video. Ask a question. Sort by: Most
Recent Most Answered. Be the first to ask a question. Answer question. View more answers
Hide answers. Suggested accessories. You may also like. Required parts. Recently viewed.
Apply Now. Newsletter Sign-Up. Stay in the know. Sign Up for Email. Customer Support.
Motorcycle Services. About Us. Other Products. Sitemap Disclaimers. Third-party trademarks
are the property of their respective owners. Estimated from fuel economy tests on a sample
motorcycle from the corresponding family conducted by Harley-Davidson under ideal laboratory

conditions. Not all motorcycle models undergo fuel economy testing. Fuel economy and
mileage may vary among motorcycle models within a family. Your mileage may vary depending
on your personal riding habits, weather conditions, trip length, vehicle condition and vehicle
configuration and other conditions. Break-in mileage may vary. Options such as color are
available at additional cost. Prices exclude tax, title, licensing, registration fees, destination
charges, added accessories, and additional dealer charges, if any, and are subject to change.
Harley-Davidson reimburses dealers for performing manufacturer-specified pre-delivery
inspection and setup tasks. Dealer prices may vary. North America security system includes
immobilizer; outside North America the security system includes immobilizer and siren. Not all
applicants will qualify. In this example, customer is responsible for applicable taxes, title,
licensing fees and any other fees or charges at the time of sale. APR is calculated according to
the simple interest method. Not valid in conjunction with other offers. Other terms, conditions,
and limitations may apply. Dealer participation may vary. Financing offer is subject to change or
cancellation at any time. Purchaser who purchases an Eligible Motorcycle during the Sales
Period has the option to trade-in the Eligible Motorcycle at its original purchase price towards
the purchase of a new, unregistered, model year , , or Harley-Davidson Touring, Trike, Softail,
Dyna, Sportster, Street or Special 3. Offer is limited to one claim per eligible VIN. Excludes
Police Models. Customers must redeem the offer at the same H-D dealership where the Eligible
Motorcycle purchase originated. Certain exceptions apply for customers who move during the
Trade-Up period. See participating H-D dealer for details. The offer only applies to Eligible
Motorcycles submitted for trade-in on a new, unregistered Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle of
greater value and not the same model. Offer is limited to one claim per customer. The Purchaser
is responsible for the difference between the trade-in value of the Eligible Motorcycle and the
purchase price of the Eligible Trade-Up Motorcycle. Trade-in must be a vehicle in good
condition and good working order. Tires, suspension, engine, and transmission must all be
within factory specifications and are subject to inspection by the participating H-D dealer.
Vehicle exterior cannot reflect neglect or abuse. The participating H-D dealer will make the sole
determination regarding whether the trade-in is in good working condition and good working
order. The purchaser is responsible for all costs of operating and maintaining the Eligible
Motorcycle prior to trade-in. This offer may not be combined with any other promotions, offers
or discounts without the express permission of Harley-Davidson. However, qualified customers
can use Harley-Davidson Financial Services special financing promotions in conjunction with
the Freedom Promise. The H-D dealer may require documentation to substantiate this
relationship before extending the offer to the spouse or domestic partner. Eligible Trade-Up
Motorcycles must be taken from dealer stock and are not available on future motorcycle orders,
deliveries or deposits outside the Trade-Up Period. Certain models of motorcycles may not be
available at some participating dealers. Valid only at participating U. H-D dealerships. Offer not
valid in Hawaii. Cannot be redeemed for cash or cash equivalent. Offer is subject to change
without notice. Void where prohibited. Financing offer is subject to change or cancellation at
anytime. Bank National Association, pursuant to a license from Visa U. No Money Down offer is
available only to well-qualified credit tier applicants. Other terms, conditions and limitations
may apply. See your Harley-Davidson dealer for details. This 7. Prices and selection at local
dealerships may vary. All taxes are extra. STACYC reserves the right without prior notice to
discontinue at any time any of the items herein or change specifications or designs without
incurring any obligation to the customer. All
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items are subject to availability and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided
following the SAE J and are based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when
operated under specified conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient
weather and equipment conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term.
Customer must take delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified
for informational purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and
are beyond the control of Harley-Davidson. Eligibility and amount of credits and rebates depend
on your personal situation. Please consult your tax professional and your state or federal
agency for details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible
experience on the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By
sticking around you are agreeing to our policy. I agree.

